
I AM THE DREAMER… 

The carnal/ego mind is that of the ego driven man. This is the man who is 
disconnected from his heart/spirit. The overpowering of the heart/spirit 
was a necessary thing for was this not part of the divine plan there would be 
no expansion of all that is, there would have been no forgetting. The 
raw/un-renewed or carnal mind of man was key in the divine plan in the 
game we are playing. When speaking of the “carnal mind” we are speaking 
of the grey matter between mans ears called the brain. 

 

This is the part of the man that is programmed by his five senses. This is 
that which has never existed before birth. That is the reason why man 
cannot remember any pre-existence. That is because the carnal man with 
his three dimensional mind had not existed before birth. That which is 
mans heart/spirit is eternal and it is the ONE that cannot be defined, the 
ONE that I AM that was before time or anything was in existence but the 
IAM that IAM. In order to play the great cosmic game I had to forget 
everything. 

And so my desire created the carnal man with his carnal mind that never 
existed before the ONE Consciousness who devised it as a way to play the 
game and win at the end of the day. This that we know as Life, this that we 
are now engaged in, is the divine dream of forgetfulness. Man losing contact 
with his true center was the plan. God is the dreamer as zero has so well 
said. There are dreams within dreams within dreams and that which I AM 
is having them all. There’s a saying that says as above so below and 
whatever happens in the Macrocosm happens also in the microcosm. 

As in a lucid dream the dreamer realizes he is dreaming. This realization 
creates the understanding that he can control the dream. We have been 
given total dominion of this dream called earth life. We have not taken it. 
Obviously this is due to the fact that we have yet to become lucid/ 
aware/awake. Well fasten your seatbelts and grab hold of your hat  

 

 
 

 


